












From: Mikell Frey mfrey@cityofeastlansing.com
Subject: RE: Albert Ave. retail in Center City and ADA

Date: February 28, 2020 at 5:09 PM
To: Alice Dreger, Publisher publisher@eastlansinginfo.org, Natalie Rose natalie@eastlansinginfo.org
Cc: Thomas Fehrenbach tfehren@cityofeastlansing.com

Hi Alice,

Here is a response. This is from Building & Code Administrator Scott Weaver.

The Michigan Building Code does not require mezzanines to have access in multi-story buildings and facilities if they are under 3,000
square feet, per section 1104.4, with certain exceptions, which are not applicable. 1.1 in particular is not applicable because none of
these are M uses. Each restaurant is evaluated on its own as a “facility” for Building Code compliance. Therefore, being that each
mezzanine is less than 3,000 square feet, they are not required to provide a lift.  They are compliant with the Michigan Building Code,
which is the standard that the City must apply per State law.  

Therefore, the anonymous analysis that you received is flawed in the following ways:
1. The Building Code exception referenced as adopted in 2009 prior to the ADA Standards was also carried over to newer versions of
the Building Code, including the 2012 and the current 2015 versions. Therefore, the exceptions were reaffirmed after the ADA
Standards were adopted in 2010.
2. The restaurants are not connected to neighboring restaurants. They are separated by a fire-rated wall and, therefore, per section
503.1 of the 2015 Building Code, are evaluated separately, not as one multi-tenant space.  Each mezzanine is well below the 3,000-
square-foot threshold.
3. All of these uses are either B or A uses, depending on occupancy, not M.

Thanks,
Mikell

Mikell Frey
Communications Coordinator
City of East Lansing
mfrey@cityofeastlansing.com
(517) 319-6873

-----Original Message-----
From: Alice Dreger, Publisher <publisher@eastlansinginfo.org> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 10:46 AM
To: Natalie Rose <natalie@eastlansinginfo.org>; Mikell Frey <mfrey@cityofeastlansing.com>
Cc: Thomas Fehrenbach <tfehren@cityofeastlansing.com>
Subject: Re: Albert Ave. retail in Center City and ADA

Hi, Mikell,

Could we get a response on this? Thanks much. 

Alice

On Feb 17, 2020, at 11:00 AM, Alice Dreger <publisher@eastlansinginfo.org> wrote:

Dear Mikell,

ELi received an anonymous tip in the mail, scanned as PDF attached. The basic claim is that the Albert Ave. retail space in Center
City that is using mezzanine space (Foster’s, Barrio’s, presumably also Jolly Pumpkin) is violating ADA by that space being
inaccessible.

I need a statement out of the city explaining how the Dept. Building/Planning reads this.

Also - is this the reason Barrio’s opening still hasten’ happened?

Not a rush.

Thanks.

Alice

Alice Dreger / Publisher
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<ADA and Albert Ave retail space anon tip to ELi.pdf>


